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BIAS: Baltic Sea Information on the Acoustic Soundscape
Objectives & Regional Partnership








Implementation of MSFD descriptor 11 in the Baltic Sea region
Establishing a baseline for continuous sound
Establishing of a joint management, for e.g. handling of data and registry
Establishing common tools
Developing tools for handling of descriptor 11
Period: 2013-2016

Marine Strategy Framework Directive

 Descriptor 11.1.2: Continuous Noise
 Recommendations formulated by EU/Technical Sub-Group Noise
on noise monitoring (Dekeling R. et al., 2014)
o Combined use of measurements and models
o Member States within a sub region to work together in setting up
ambient noise monitoring systems
o Initial set of guidelines for placement of measurement devices
o Objectives of measurements should be:
• to establish information on the ambient noise in a location and to ground
truth noise prediction,
• to reduce uncertainty on source levels to be used as the input for modelling.
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What does modeling bring ?

 Enhances the local measurement by providing a basin-scale
description over the full area of interest
 Allows to understand the geographical structure of the noise
 Allows to isolate the several types and origin of noise
 Allows to track, understand and interpret substantial changes in the
soundscape that may be caused by
o
o
o
o

modifications of the nature of the maritime activities,
new routes, deserted routes, etc.
spatial planning actions,
or the implementation of maritime regulation

o Allows to establish representative trends in considering a relevant
area instead of a single point

Predicting noise
in a similar matter as weather forecast systems does

Field survey

 38 autonomous devices
deployed for the entire year
2014 across the area
 Large diversity in the measured
noise

Modelling the stochasticity of the noise chorus

Modeling
Noise from
waves

Modeling
Noise from
shipping

Total Modelled Ambient Noise

Modeling Noise from Waves

Modelling shipping noise

Noise Maps – 125 Hz band
 « Occasionnal » noise
o
o

is the most intense
is largely correlated with maritime activities

 « Regular » noise
o
o



is the less intense
shows less spatial dynamics

Bathymetry and bottom type plays an important role

« Regularly »

« Half of the time »

« Occasionnaly »

Atlas of noise maps for the Baltic Sea
 More than 364 800 km²
 3 frequency bands: 63 Hz, 125Hz and 2kHz
o 63Hz and 125Hz as defined in the MSFD
o 2kHz to (somehow) address Harbor Porpoise issue

 3 depth-layers
o Surface – 15m
o 30m – bottom
o Full depth

 12 months and one year maps
 7 percentiles
 756 maps
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Aim for the noise regional management tool
• Simplify the management of continuous underwater sound in the
Baltic Sea Region

• Serve as tools for planning and evaluation - a tool to reach a decision!
• Collect and present information from sound monitoring:
– Include data from both measurements and modeling
– Filter between a large number of soundscape maps
– Identify sound levels in adjustable areas of interest

• Extract relevant data in user-defined areas of specific interest
• Filter between a large number of soundscape maps by selecting
particular time periods, frequencies, depths, percentile levels, etc. of
interest
• Produce informative graphs, maps and plots based on applied filters

Example of management questions
o what are the sound levels at a certain measurement position ?
o what about the soundscape in the Marine Protected Area I’m
responsible for ?
o what is the distribution of the most frequent noise in a particular
Natura2000 area in June when the harbour porpoises return ?
o what proportion of this essential spawning area for cod is subject to
noise levels comparable to cod communication levels ?
o what is the spatial coverage (in percent of my area of interest) for
where Cod’s communication may be masked during their spawning
period ?
o and much more …

Example of answers given
o What are the sound levels at a certain measurement position?

Example of answers given
o What about the soundscape in my MPA?

Example of answers given
o centre
Whatfrequency
about the
soundscape
my0-15
MPA?
At the
2000
Hz and depth in
level
meters,
the sound pressure level exceeded 100 dB (re 1µPa) in 51.5 %
of the Natura 2000 site Norra Midsjöbanken, 5 % of the time
during June 2014.

Example of answers given

o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
 Look at the 63 Hz third octave band which reflects cod communication
 Look at the bottom depth interval which is the most relevant for cod, here 30 m
to bottom
 Look at a noise threshold level for the reasonable ambient noise level ensuring
that an individual cod can perceive spawning signals emitted by other fish based
on
 the hearing threshold for the cod,
 the source level of the cod call,
 and a typical distance between the fish communicating.

Example of answers given
o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
In the sensitive area of Bornholm for cod spawning, there are seasonal
fluctuations in the noise levels

Example of answers given
o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
The months of June, July and September are the quietest of this period (all
curves)

Example of answers given
o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
However, at rare occasions, the threshold level is surpassed in the entire area
independent of the month; 5th percentile (L05) – blue curve

Example of answers given
o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
During the two-month period essential for cod spawning (July-August), 50% of
my area has noise levels sufficiently low to ensure that the spawning process is
carried out in good conditions during a cumulative time of seven to eight days
per month

Example of answers given
o What coverage in percent of my area of interest might masking occur during
the spawning period?
During the two-month period essential for cod spawning, 10 to 15% of my area has
noise levels sufficiently low to ensure that the spawning process is done in good
conditions during 15 days per month

Conclusion
 BIAS has achieved the modeling of soundscape
o
o
o
o
o

which covers the full Baltic Sea
across one full year
takes into account major environmental parameters that influence the propagation of sound in
the marine environment
includes (most of) geophony and shipping noise
calibrated using multiple sensors spread across the full rea

 Modeling has brought to the project a georeferenced and statistical
description of noise, a baseline for the whole region

 BIAS has demonstrated that mapping such a large are is feasible, operational,
and can be included into a GIS decision aid tool

Conclusion
 The regional management tool was developed, which demonstrated how the
information can be aggregated into a management friendly concept,
sufficiently flexible to provide non-expert end-user with relevant information
in their decision-making
 Simple to complex management question can be answered from the regional
management tool developed in the framework of BIAS
 The Baltic sea is getting closer to true management of Good Environmental
Status
 A step even further can be envisioned by combining the regulatory approach
developed in the AQUO project in order to evaluate the need and the
efficiency of reduction solution from a management prospective

